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TWO DERAILMENTS  IN TWO DAYS. Both seem to be the fault of poor track condition; both can almost certainly be blamed on PPP. The
day after the Camden derailment, RMT reps held a big and angry meeting. The union wrote to management demanding assurances

over safety, including the restoration of 24-hour track inspections, dropped in 1996. Surprise, surprise, management said no, so RMT is
preparing to ballot for strike action.

Due to the fragmentation of the workforce under PPP, there will need to be separate ballots for LUL and the three Infracos. It is vital
that the other unions - particularly ASLEF - join this action and ballot their members too.

While the balloting wheels turn painfully slowly, Tube workers are discussing what we can do to protect ourselves. All staff should
use the safety rights available to us. We should get a clear lead from our unions: not just a pro forma which leaves it up to us.

FIGHT  FOR SAFETY !

<><><>

RMT IS DEMANDING that the private
maintenance contracts be suspended

pending the derailment investigations.
This is an important demand, and will
be well-supported by passengers.

The union must run a public campaign
alongside strikes. It could: run a public
petition; use its group of MPs to push the
issue in the Commons, and its nominee
Mick Cash to raise it on the Labour Party
NEC; organise a demonstration calling for
PPP to be scrapped; and work with other
unions to get renationalisation passed by
next year’s Labour Party conference.

<><><>

LUL MANAGERS were on hand to say to
the TV cameras that we should not

rush to any hasty conclusions, and that it
might not turn out to be the fault of the
PPP. So they expect us to believe that it
was just a coincidence that it happened
in the year that PPP came into effect!

They sounded like the Railtrack
managers who tried to say that the
Hatfield crash was caused by vandalism.
Not long after, everyone accepted that it
was caused by privatisation.

<><><>

PPP CAME INTO FORCE this year as the
Government pressed ahead with it

despite severe safety warnings, huge
public opposition, and a five-year fight by
the unions. RMT and ASLEF did fight to
stop PPP, but should now be prepared to
learn some of the lessons of their defeat
in order to avoid repeating them.

Firstly, we are seriously weakened by
our division into different unions. There
should be one democratic, fighting union

for all railway workers. Until this happens
- and it is not going to happen overnight -
we need the best possible unity in action.

Secondly, strikes should be run under
the maximum control of rank-and-file
union reps and activists. That way, we
can make it effective, both in building
solid strike action, and in upholding
safety rights at work. We all know health
and safety legislation is only as strong as
the power of the union in the workplace.
Union head offices are not in the habit of
handing over control of disputes to the
rank and file, so we should get organised
to assert membership control.

Thirdly, the unions need to have a
thought-out strategy, discussed and
agreed by rank-and-file reps and activists,
who then go out and convince and
involve members. It is not enough to hold
one-off actions that register a protest but
are not part of a strategic plan to win.

It is important that the shock and
outrage that people feel now is not
allowed to ebb away over the next few
months. It is vital that union leaders keep
their promises to organise action.
Otherwise, people will come to accept
Tube derailments as a fact of life, rather
like mainline rail crashes.

<>  blame PPP  <>  cancel the contracts  <>  rank and file must control campaign  <>

Pay Shambles
L UL’ S LONG -AWAITED  PAY OFFER

laughs in the face of frontline
staff. 3.7% is not enough, and there is
no progress on the shorter working
week, privs or pensions.

TSSA, true to form, accepted in
their usual meek fashion. ASLEF told
their members it was OK and got them
to vote for it. At the last meeting of
RMT reps, there was overwhelming
agreement that we should not settle for
anything less than our demands.

Then what? RMT members got a
referendum in which the Executive
recommended we accept this derisory
offer. No space for arguments against
the offer, and no consultation with reps
or activists, who have been palmed off
with some bogus line about the
company’s new computer system.

The Executive has bypassed the
branches and the Regional Council on
this. Why? Because Bob Crow doesn’t
fancy a fight over pay. Democracy is
not always best served by referenda:
after all, it depends who is asking the
question.
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Tube workers need a 4-day 32-hour week NOW!

Re-instate Chris Barrett
LUL has sacked Edgware Road driver

Chris Barrett because it thinks snoopers
know better than doctors. We trust that
RMT members will deliver a Yes vote in
the ballot to demand his job back.

There should be a drivers’ meeting to
decide on the action. Rather than leave
it to head office (who have dragged their
feet so far), Chris’ workmates should be
in the driving seat of this dispute.

ASLEF members must respect RMT
pickets. It could just as easily have been
an ASLEF member sacked: next time it
might be. If you are at all worried (and
there is no real reason to be), then take
out temporary RMT membership.

Sick System
This case is the iceberg’s tip. LUL thinks

absence is too high (though it is OK for a
job like this). Rather than improve
working conditions to help our health – eg.
reduce assaults, cut hours – their ‘solution’
is to persecute sick workers. Performance
managers, employing managers and
company ‘doctors’ hold conferences to
plan how to cajole people back to work.

Staff have sick pay stopped, managers
appear on their doorstep, and some are
followed by spies with video cameras.
Managers seem to deal with people off
with stress by … giving them more stress.
It’s like going to see someone with asthma
and blowing smoke in their face.

Unions should defend every worker
affected, and also fight to stop the
persecution and scrap the whole rotten
Attendance procedure.

Unlicensed
Heard the one about the MF staff who

don’t actually do Ticket Office duties?
Rotherhithe Supervisors are SS2MF for
no apparent reason, as management
refuse to regrade them as SS2.

This means that Supervisors without
an MF licence can not nominate to work
there. Maybe management want to keep
their power to introduce Ticket Office
duties to the Rotherhithe SS job if they
feel like it, and are prepared to unfairly
discriminate like this. Surely not.

Loose Change
New Year will see a trial of SAs carrying

change floats. Tubeworker can not confirm
rumours that there will also be a trial of a
new hat incorporating a neon sign saying
“I’ve got cash – please rob me”.

This is another case of getting SAs to do
SAMF work on the cheap. At least union
reps have negotiated some safeguards. SAs
at the trial stations – Victoria, Waterloo,
and Oxford Circus – should remember

that: you can (and we think you should)
refuse to do it, and that if anyone is
assaulted, the whole trial will be called off.

Cutting Cover
Management are at it again, trying to

cut double Supervisor cover on nights at
Green Park and Bank. You may be
tempted to think this is a cost-cutting
measure, to hell with the consequences
for safety or for people’s jobs.

RMT has fought off these moves up
until now: it looks like the union will
just have to keep on fighting.

Bank Job
LUL were rather proud of their exercise

simulating a terrorist attack at Bank. The
problem is: firefighters taking part thought
it was a sham. The FBU says crews were
sent underground before the threat was
known (similar action killed crews in the
1995 Tokyo gas attack); decontamination
showers did not work; and organisers did
not take account of the wind direction.

The FBU’s conclusion: “If the
government thinks that by having an
exercise like that they will make people
feel safer, it is a con.” Here at Tubeworker,
we are inclined to trust their judgement.

Reasonable Adjustments
Staff who become disabled now have

the legal right to see our employer make
‘reasonable adjustments’ so we can keep
on in our job. But some people tell us
that although LUL says it complies with
this, in practice, it is pushing them to
medical termination.

If this is your situation, don’t take it
lying down. Get your union on the case.

Have A Nice Day
LUL is convinced that the future lies in

the ‘customer service’ ethos. Someone
please tell them that customers are more
bothered about trains staying on the rails.

The company intends to rename SAs
‘Customer Service Assistants’. Er, if we
had wanted to grin inanely for a living,
we’d have got jobs at McDonald’s. And
dictating that a normal service must now

arrogantly be described as ‘good’, or
saying ‘Good morning’ on a PA that the
job’s up the wall again, is pretty likely to
upset the customers.

The message LUL gives is that running a
decent railway is low on its priorities, and
that rather than valuing customers, they
actually think they are stupid.

Shares Off the Rails
Following the derailments, shares in

some of the Infraco member companies
– including Jarvis, Balfour Beatty and
WS Atkins – tumbled. Shame (not).

The real shame is that they, and the
capitalist casino known as the Stock
Exchange, care more about share prices
than about rubbish train services or
injured passengers.

More Equal Than Others?
Why is equality an issue for Tube staff?

What is your experience of the harassment
policy? Do good intentions translate into
reality in the workplace? Should trade
unions approach equality issues in a spirit
of ‘partnership’ with management?

In the next issue of Tubeworker, we will
be assessing LUL’s – and the unions’ –
performance when it comes to equality. If
you have something to say, drop us a line.

RMT President
RMT is electing its President. The best candidate would be a fierce democrat who always
sides with rank-and-file members against the bureaucracy, who supports and leads all our
struggles over workplace and other issues. That rules out  Colin Cook, who wants to gut
the union of its political edge and even opposes solidarity with other unions, and Dave
Gott, whose record suggests he will be little more than a time-server and willing gopher.

The two decent candidates are Tony Donaghey and Glenroy Watson – both with long
records of grass-roots activism, both with the spirit to lead a fight. Why are they standing
against each other, risking letting in one of the right-wingers? This situation proves yet
again that we need an organised left within the union which can democratically select,
and then unite behind, one left candidate. We urge readers to give Donaghey and
Watson your votes: whichever you put ‘1’, give the other one your ‘2’.
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